PORTUGUESE (PORT)

PORT*1100 Introductory Portuguese (Brazilian Culture) Fall Only (LEC: 3) [0.50]
This course provides the basics of spoken and written Portuguese. The learning context will be present-day Brazilian culture.
Restriction(s): This course is not intended for students with prior knowledge in Portuguese. Students with previous knowledge in the language must seek advice on course selection from the SOLAL Director and might be assigned to another level of Portuguese.
Department(s): School of Languages and Literatures
Location(s): Guelph

PORT*1110 Intermediate Portuguese (Brazilian Culture) Winter Only (LEC: 3) [0.50]
This course is a continuation of Introductory Portuguese with emphasis on oral work. The learning context will be present-day Brazilian culture.
Prerequisite(s): PORT*1100
Restriction(s): Instructor consent required.
Department(s): School of Languages and Literatures
Location(s): Guelph